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Location: Zoom link
Time zone: 10:00 MSK (GMT +3:00)
Duration: 1,5 - 2 hours
Website: https://globalcamp.sk.ru/en/
Contact: globalcamp@sk.ru
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Normotim - Dietary Supplement registered in RF in 2015. Effective in
reducing symptoms of depression, anxiety, emotional instability.
• Improves cognition and memory
• Helps to lose weight
• Proven in clinical studies

Founded in 2014. Developed a new lithium salt – Lithium Ascorbate, safer
and more effective alternative to commonly used Lithium Carbonate.
Maintains active R&D program in lithium-based indications. Developed
dietary supplement Normotim. Rx drug is under development (completed
preclinical studies/ready for clinical trials). Method of administration –
PCT patent application filed.
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Ailet solutions help consumer goods companies improve their retail
execution process and unlock revenue opportunities with innovative
market measurement services by providing a Real-time view of store and
field performance across all retail channels.

Ailet (ex. Intelligence Retail) was founded in 2016 and has already built
presence in target markets: Russia &CIS, Brazil & Latin America, Turkey &
Middle East. The company provides tailored, data-driven digital
merchandising solutions that reduce retail audit costs, drive sales, boost
profitability, and build customer loyalty.
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Health anomalies detection helps to identify suspicious services that
should not have been provided along with given diagnosis or under
medical standards of World Health Org. or Insurance company.
AI model has a proved record on domestic market and excellent
results on pilot projects abroad

MAINS Lab - innovative solutions based on artificial intelligence for the insurance
industry and medicine. Company accelerates insurance transformation into efficient
and error-free model.
ML products to consider:
• damage assessment and calculation for motor insurance to avoid errors, save costs
and have faster payouts
• AI underwriting to keep profitability of medical insurance
• bills and tender recognition to save costs on manual processes, anti-fraud in
medical bills
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Platform for the complex collection of information about the personnel of
the organization "Linkis“. The Linkis platform is used for comprehensive
collection of HR data. Through one interface, one can create and combine
different studies (personality tests, aptitude tests, 360 surveys,
engagement surveys).

The leading HR-consulting company in Russia. We believe that It's people
that make a business. We know this better than others, because our
business is to work with people. Since 1989, we have been helping leading
Russian and international companies to find the best solutions in the field
of talent management: talent assessment, people development and
creating of systems aimed at improving business efficiency.
We provide cutting-edge HR technologies to our customers due to our
partnership with Skolkovo — the leading innovation center in Russia.
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RFSens provides Industrial monitoring for a harsh environment, predictive equipment
diagnosis, and automation. Our solution is the real-time monitoring, and predictive
diagnosis of high/medium/low voltage equipment, which reduces emergency and fire
risk and can be applied in the smart Grids and Industrial Internet of Things. Our
proprietary technology based on fully passive (without batteries and active circuits
inside)wireless sensors. Such sensors could be installed on the HV conductors, in the
generator and turbine.

The Scientific and Technical Center RFSens is an innovative company that
has been a Skolkovo resident since 2015. RFSens is one of the 5 top
Russian startups that represented Russia at the G20 Innovation League. In
partnership with the investment funds and development institutions, the
company is implementing and scaling up innovative systems for
diagnostics and monitoring technological business processes.
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Versatile and comprehensive cybersecurity platform combining deep
analysis functions with an expansive sensor network for ICS/OT
applications. Based on real-world industrial security expertise, purpose-fit
with zero code modification.

The Company operates in its Skolkovo-based Moscow office and the R&D
center located in Yekaterinburg in order to maximize operations efficiency.
CyberLympha has also announced the official opening of the global
business headquarters in Singapore, which would facilitate global business
operations.
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Sales Chain is a dynamically developing innovative IT platform that guarantees fast
payment of remuneration and has the most convenient service that does not require
paperwork. The platform is easy to use as registration is simple and quick, moreover, it’s
convenient to send and monitor applications with the Bank. Also the platform offers
high reward for transactions in banks: up to 3% on hands.

SalesChain is an agent and partner sales generator that combines the
entire cycle of work with Agents / Partners, from onboarding an Agent /
Partner and transferring an API request to the Customer's CRM, to paying
remuneration and taxes for the Agent. Possessing advanced expertise in
the field of building sales through a network of Agents, the company has
created a convenient solution for developing the business of Partners
(Customers).
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AVANTSPACE introduces the first mass media orbital space system for ecommerce and brands. It’s a platform with a huge reach, to access which
you only need the sky and a mobile phone. For global distribution TOP 10
online services and products all over the world through orbital display in
space.

Avant Space LLC is developing a helicon mesh engine for small spacecraft.
The tests are carried out in the Plasma Physics laboratory of the Moscow
State University. M.V. Lomonosov.
Avant Space is a team of professionals in rocket science field working
together since 2013. Our engineers have unique experience of plasma
thrusters, laser communication systems, onboard computers and
operating systems development.
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